Josho Daiko

Josho means “ever-victorious,” and was given to us by the Founder in 2006.

Our purpose as Josho Daiko is to strengthen unity and display it through performing taiko. Based on individual growth and teamwork, we will challenge and prevail over any difficulties we face as Josho Daiko at Soka University of America. We also want to deepen our appreciation of culture through taiko and share our understanding within the SUA community as well as our neighbors outside of the campus.

Josho Goals 2014-2015

1. Be mindful of your duties as a member of Josho Daiko
2. Help one another to create a memorable atmosphere
3. Continue to improve solid foundation on taiko skills and your fundamentals
4. Perform with the heart of appreciation for donors and supporters
5. Try to keep a balance among club activities, personal life and academics

Contact Us: Josho Daiko
taikoclub@soka.edu
*Like us on Facebook:)